What is Laboratory for Applied Statistics?
Department of Mathematical Sciences

• Anchored at the MATH department, currently five people

Introduction to R

involved part-time
• Overall aim: Strength quality af data analysis in research

Helle Sørensen, Anders Tolver
Laboratory for Applied Statistics
http://www.statlab.math.ku.dk/english/

carried out at SCIENCE by use of modern statistical methods.
• Activities: Consultancy meeting for students and researchers,

research collaborations, workshops
• More info and contact details:

http://www.statlab.math.ku.dk/english/

R Course, August 2015
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Who are you? And what’s the purpose of this event?

Who are you? And what’s the purpose of this event?

We hope that you

We hope that you

• are interested in tools for data exploration, data analysis, and

data visualization
• are open-minded and ready to play with R in a moment

We don’t expect that you have any experience with R

• are interested in tools for data exploration, data analysis, and

data visualization
• are open-minded and ready to play with R in a moment

We don’t expect that you have any experience with R
By this course, we hope to
• get you started with R, so you can start using R “at home”
• give you an impression about the possibilities with R
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Practical stuff

The exercises

Today will consist of a mixture of lecture-type presentations and
hands-on exercises. Tomorrow only hands-on exercises.

• There are far too many exercises! You are not supposed to

Course material available at
statlab.math.ku.dk/english/courses/workshops/r-intro/

• Choose whichever exercises you feel like — according to

• Exercises
• Data for the exercises as .xlsx and .csv files
• R-program with commands similar to those from the

presentations

get through more than a few.
interests and experience
• The exercises do not explain much statistics, so choose

exercises where you are familiar with the statistical methods
• Often: “Try the following commands, and explain what

happens”. You are encouraged to play!
• Exercises marked with a star: Only few commands in the text

• Files regarding Markdown
• These slides

Best: Work together in groups, and discuss whatever comes up.
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Tentative plan

Which exercises when?

Part I:
• 9–10: About course, about R, working with R, data, graphs
• 10–11.30: Hands-on

Part II:
• 11.30–12.15: Statistical analyses with R
• 12.15–13: Lunch (self-paid, in canteen)
• 13–14: Hands-on

Part III:

Presentations:
• Part I: Parts of 2.1–2.4, 3.1–3.4, 4.1
• Part II: Parts of 5.1 and 6.1
• Part III: Parts of 5.3 and material about R Markdown

Hands-on:
• Same exercises as in presentations (guided tour)
• Exercises from the same sections (same overall topics)

• 14–14.30: Markdown

• Exercises on from Sections 7–9 (PCA, matrices, functions)

• 14.30–15.30: Hands-on, brief evaluation

• Work on your own data.

Tomorrow 9-12: Hands-on
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What is R and RStudio?

Why use R?
• Easy to manipulate data (in the good sense) and explore data
• All “standard statistical tools/methods” are available in R —

• R is a software environment for statistics and graphics

and many, many non-standard ones, too

• RStudio is a user interface to R (but you can use R without it)

• Graphics. Quite easy to make figures as you want them

• Open-source: Download from http://www.r-project.org/

• Programming language. You can implement your own

and http://www.rstudio.com/.

methods
• Simulation (making artificial data to examine your methods)
• Open-source, free, runs on all platforms
• Large community, R-packages made available by other users
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Material about R

Topics today

Books:
• Dalgaard: Introductory Statistics with R
• Ekstrøm and Sørensen: Introdunction to Statistical Data

Analysis for the Life Scienes

• Working with R and RStudio (good routines)
• R as an advanced calculator

• Venables and Ripley: Modern Applied Statistics with S

• Reading data from files

• Ekstrøm: The R Primer

• Datasets and variables

• Martinussen, Skovgaard, Sørensen: A First Guide to

• Manipulation with data

Statistical Computations in R
Other ressources:
• Help pages for any function (can be difficult to read, though)

• A bit about graphics
• Statistical analyses with R (regression and ANOVA
• Markdown in RStudio (for easy communication of results)

• Many, many guides available online
• google: Search ’R what-ever-topic-you-need’ (without quotes)
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Working with R and RStudio

Most important:
• Make sure to save relevant commands in a file (an R

program/script), so you can run them again

R as an advanced pocket calculator

• All standard (and many non-standard) functions are

implemented
• Element-wise computations on vectors

• Don’t save all the irrelevant stuff

• Matrix computations

• Unless you work with large datasets, you don’t have to save

• User-defined functions

the data inside R each time you run it
Notice: You have to specify the complete path to files or set the
working directory (in Session menu) to the appropriate one.

• Numerical optimization, numerical solutions to equations
• Not symbolic math
• ...
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Reading data from csv files

Reading data from Excel
Option 1:
• Most often, you can read the .xlsx file directly into R with

• Use function read.csv
• File with data must be specified as argument. Use

file.choose or specify complete path and name
• Field separator can be specified with sep option, decimal

separator with dec option
• Always check that all variables in the constructed dataset

have the correct type (numerical/categorical). Use summary
If not correct: Modify dec and sep, and try again

read.xlsx, but problems occur now and then.
• read.xlsx is an the add-on package xlsx, which must be

installed (once in a lifetime) and loaded (every session).
Option 2 (the safe way):
• Save your Excel sheet as a comma separated file (.csv)
• Read the .csv into a R dataset with read.csv. Play with

sep and dec options until you get it right.
Option 3:
• readWorksheetFromFile from XLConnect package
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Datasets and vectors

Manipulation with data

• A dataset is a collection of variables/vectors
• In order to use a variable from a dataset, you must specify the

dataset as well as the variable: myData$varName
• Use the with syntax to specify which dataset should be used

for the command: with(myData, command)
• As an alternative: Attach the dataset, then the variables are

available without reference to the dataset.

• Transformations of variables
• Subsets of data
• Identification and removal of outliers (take care, though)
• Merging datasets
• ...

Dangerous to have several datasets attached, in particular if
they share variable names!
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A bit about graphics

Statistical analysis
Different types of models use different functions:
• Linear regression, ANOVA model: Use lm

• Commands for scatterplots, histograms, barplots, boxplots,

and many, many other types of plots
• Usually the default plot is quite nice, but it is also easy to

change limits on axes, labels, text size, ...
• Easy to change colours, line types, symbols, ...
• Some functions, fx. plot, works differently in different

situations (depending on the type of argument).

• Logistic regression, Poisson regression: Use glm
• Non-linear regression: Use nls
• Mixed models, i.e. models with random effects: Use lmer (or

lme) for continuous data and glmer for discrete data
• ...

In any case:
• The call to one of these functions gives an R object
• Useful functions for such objects: summary, anova, confint,

plot (model validation)
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introduction â€” introduction, prologue, prelude, preface, foreword, exordium, preamble are comparable when denoting something that
serves as a preliminary or as an antecedent to an extended treatment, development, discussion, or presentation (as in an exposition â€¦
New Dictionary of Synonyms. introduction â€” Introduction. s. f. v. Action par laquelle on introduit. This book provides an introduction to
statistical learning methods. It is aimed for upper level undergraduate students, masters students and Ph.D. students in the nonmathematical sciences. The book also contains a number of R labs with detailed explanations on how to implement the various methods
in real life settings, and should be a valuable resource for a practicing data scientist. An Introduction. Completion. Your diligence and
integrity has been noted, .Â Please log in or register an account to add your comment. Simply browse for your screenshot using the
form below. Screenshots containing UI elements are generally declined on sight, the same goes for screenshots from the modelviewer
or character selection screen.

